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DUNJA
Dark green, straight zucchini - 
the disease resistance is much 
batter than our favorite variety 
Raven.

EIGHT BALL
Round, dark green with speck-
les. Great shape for stuffing or 
sliced mixed with Geode and 
Floridor. 

GOLDEN GLORY
Golden Glory became our 
favorite Yellow Zucchini. It has 
a dark yellow color and taste 
buttery sweet and delicious.

GOLDMINE
Yellow zucchini with attractive 
white stripes.

GREEN MACHINE
Uniform, medium green with 
light flecking.

JAUNE ET VERT
Unique, tulip-shaped patty pan. 
Attractive, light-green fruits are 
perfect for stuffing.

LUCKY EIGHT
Light green to mottled-gray 
round zucchini. Compact bush 
and open plant habit for easy 
harvest. Good yields of crisp 
and light-flavored fruit.

MAGDA
This “cousa” (Lebanese) type 
has superb flavor.Magda has 
a sweet nutty flavor and is 
blocky, not as slender as Isthar. 
Paris nicely with Bush Baby 
variety. 

NOCHE
This “cousa” (Lebanese) type 
has superb flavor.Magda has 
a sweet nutty flavor and is 
blocky, not as slender as Isthar. 
Paris nicely with Bush Baby 
variety. 

RAVEN
We love this dark green high 
yielding zucchini. The darker 
green skin contains higher lev-
els of lutein, a highly effective 
antioxidant.

SAFARI
Striped Safari is more cylin-
drical longer than Baby Bush. 
The stripes are lighter than 
Baby Bush. Nicely pairs with 
Sunbeam. 

SLICK PIK
Very attractive, spineless and 
good flavor. Traditional yellow 
summer squash that has only a 
slight curve. 

SPINELESS KING
Medium-dark green zucchini 
has an upright, open spinells 
plant which makes it more 
comfortable for our pickers 
and helps keep our zucchini 
scratch free. This is our favorite 
zucchini flower variety.

SUMMER BALL
Bright yellow fruit. A summer 
treat!

SUNBURST
Our favorite patty pan, pretty 
yellow and we can harvest it 
tiny with the flowe attached or 
teacup size. 

ZEPHYR
Unique appearance yellow with 
faint white stripes and a light 
green at the blossom end. One 
of our buyers who has his own 
garden recommended we grow 
this. He said it’s his favorite 
summer squash because of its 
unusually delicious nutty taste 
and firm texture.
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BRISTOL
Dark green fruit that  
measure 8” long by 2”  
in diameter. We are hoping 
this will become our favorite 
this year because it has 
a great disease resistant 
package that should allow us 
to harvest longer.

DIAMOND BACK
We are trialing this  
cucumber this year and 
hoping that it will be great 
tasting because it is suppose 
to have great yields.

MARKETMORE 76
Marketmore has been and 
continues to be our favorite 
cucumber until we find 
one that we like better. The 
Marketmore cucumber is a 
thick cucumber that’s perfect 
for salads and slicing.

AZAMAT
Description to come.

SUPREMO
Supremo became our favor-
ite pickling cucumber mostly 
because it is gorgeous green 
and the plant is productive 
and has a good flavor. 

STRIPED ARMENIAN
Fantastic flavor - Delicious 
and different - unusual  
looking, slightly fuzzy curved 
fruit with striped ridges. 
Flesh is mild, sweet and 
crunchy - excellent slicer 
and all things cucumber! 

SUYO LONG
We love growing this  
Chinese cucumber because 
it’s delicious. It’s long (up 
to 15”) unusual looking: 
prickly and crooked, but truly 
yummy.

TASTY JADE
Although our Tasty Jade 
are not usually as straight 
as this picture! This is a 
good looking Japanese 
cucumber, smooth, glossy 
and straighter than our other 
Asian cukes. 

MELON TONDO
Italian specialty. Really  
nice cucumber taste when 
picked green, but if we 
allow to ripen more and turn 
yellow it gets sweeter.

PUGLIA
Green cucumber-melon type 
that Italians favor. Picked 
small, they taste like a 
cucumber.
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